
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While a typical vaccine must undergo 10 to 12 years of trials before it's released,

during the pandemic, COVID-19 shots were made available to the public just 10

months after development, courtesy of an Emergency Use Authorization.  Even

pregnant women were subjected to the shots, and in many cases were mandated to

receive them.

How Are the COVID Shots Affecting Mothers-To-Be?

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  April 25, 2023

Compared to the Pu vaccine, COVID-19 shots are associated with a signiQcant

increase in adverse events among women of reproductive age



Data revealed a 27-fold higher risk of miscarriage and a more than twofold increased

risk of adverse fetal outcomes across six different categories following COVID-19

shots



COVID-19 shot contents are biodistributed into the bloodstream within hours and

cross “all physiologic barriers including the maternal-placental-fetal barrier and the

blood brain barriers in both the mother and the fetus”



Birth rates in multiple European countries fell signiQcantly in the end of 2021, months

after COVID-19 shots became widely utilized



Researchers have called for the immediate suspension of COVID-19 vaccination for all

persons of childbearing and reproductive age
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"The pushing of these experimental COVID-19 vaccines globally is the greatest

violation of medical ethics in the history of medicine, maybe humanity," Dr. James

Thorp, a maternal fetal medicine expert, told Tucker Carlson.  Thorp and colleagues

published a preprint study that found striking risks to pregnant women who received

the shots, along with their unborn babies.

The outcomes were so dire that the researchers concluded pregnant women should

not receive COVID-19 shots until further research is completed. "A worldwide

moratorium on the use of COVID-19 vaccines in pregnancy is advised until

randomized prospective trials document safety in pregnancy and long-term follow-up

in offspring," they explained.

COVID Shots Linked to 27-Fold Higher Risk of Miscarriage

Thorp and colleagues used data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention's Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) to assess adverse

events experienced by women of reproductive age following receipt of a COVID-19

shot, compared to receipt of a Pu shot. Compared to the Pu vaccine, COVID-19 shots

were associated with a signiQcant increase in adverse events (AE), including:

Menstrual abnormality Miscarriage

Fetal chromosomal abnormalities Fetal malformation

Fetal cystic hygroma Fetal cardiac disorders

Fetal arrhythmia Fetal cardiac arrest

Fetal vascular malperfusion Fetal growth abnormalities

Fetal abnormal surveillance Fetal placental thrombosis
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Low amniotic Puid Fetal death/stillbirth

"When normalized by time-available, doses-given, or persons-received, all COVID-19

vaccine AE far exceed the safety signal on all recognized thresholds … Pregnancy and

menstrual abnormalities are signiQcantly more frequent following COVID-19

vaccinations than that of InPuenza vaccinations," the researchers noted.

SpeciQcally, the data revealed a 27-fold higher risk of miscarriage and a more than

twofold increased risk of adverse fetal outcomes across six different categories,

according to board-certiQed internist and cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough.

Were Nurses Issued Gag Order Against Speaking Out?

Problems began to appear shortly after COVID-19 shots were rolled out, such that a

leaked email from a large California hospital was sent out in warning to 200 nurses.

The email, from September 2022, contained the subject line, "Demise Handling,"

referring to an increase in stillbirths and fetal deaths. A TCW report by journalist Sally

Beck shared the email's content, which read:

"It seems as though the increase of demise patients [babies] that we are

seeing is going to continue. There were 22 demises [stillbirths and fetal

deaths] in August [2022], which ties [equals] the record number of demises in

July 2021, and so far in September [2022] there have been 7 and it's only the

8th day of the month."

Beck reports that one nurse, Michelle Gershman, who works in the neonatal ward had

her bonus withheld because she spoke out about the rise in fetal deaths. "We used to

have one fetal demise per month. That rose to one or two per week," Gershman said.

Beck reported:

"Her experience, and the experience of doctors working with pregnant
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women, is contrary to oKcial 'safe and effective' observation and advice, but

no one was free to speak out because of a gagging order imposed in

September 2021  by the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology

(ACOG).

… At the beginning of the rollout, in December 2020, pregnant women who

were healthcare workers or deemed to be at risk from Covid began receiving

the shots. By May 2021, the vaccine was being recommended to all pregnant

American women.

This is despite the fact that none of the vaccine manufacturers had

completed reproductive toxicology reports in animals, and none had started

clinical trials in pregnant women. Two months later, hospitals noticed a huge

increase in miscarriage, stillbirth, preterm births, pregnancy complications

and menstrual abnormalities."

COVID-19 Shots Should Be Category X

The mRNA from COVID-19 shots circulates in the body for 28 days or more, and the

spike protein may trigger clotting, bleeding and tissue damage, according to

McCullough.

Because of this and other concerns, he states that, conservatively, COVID-19 shots

should be given the Category X designation during pregnancy,  which means, "The

risk of use of the drug in pregnant women clearly outweighs any possible beneQt. The

drug is contraindicated in women who are or may become pregnant."

Unfortunately, health ojcials in the U.S. continue to ajrm its safety, even for

vulnerable populations such as this, as they have from the very beginning.

"Shockingly, in the very Qrst week of mass vaccination in December of 2020,"

McCullough wrote, "news reels depicted well-intentioned pregnant mothers getting

injected with synthetic lipid nanoparticles laced with long-lasting mRNA coding for
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the Wuhan Institute of Virology Spike protein."

Thorp's study also reported that PQzer's data showed COVID-19 shot contents are

biodistributed into the bloodstream within hours and cross "all physiologic barriers

including the maternal-placental-fetal barrier and the blood brain barriers in both the

mother and the fetus."

A separate study is, in fact, looking at using ionizable lipid nanoparticles (LPNs) like

those used as mRNA delivery platforms in COVID-19 shots, as tools to deliver drugs

to the placenta, because they're so effective at reaching it.

"LNPs enhance mRNA stability, circulation time, cellular uptake and preferential

delivery to speciQc tissues compared to mRNA with no carrier platform," the

researchers wrote.  But the study contains some concerning data, which was shared

on Twitter:
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User Jikkyleaks tweeted, "This could be one of the biggest scandals in medicine …

Can you see that there are fewer fetuses in all the treatment groups compared to

saline? It's not dramatic, because the authors published that Qgure instead of the

number of fetal losses."

Health ojcials made the recommendation that COVID-19 shots are safe and

effective for pregnant women based on a 42-day study from PQzer involving 44 rats.

What's more, the PQzer-BioNTech rat study revealed the shot more than doubled the

incidence of preimplantation loss and also led to a low incidence of mouth/jaw

malformations, gastroschisis (a birth defect of the abdominal wall) and abnormalities

in the right-sided aortic arch and cervical vertebrae in the fetuses.
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"In that study the fetal loss rate DOUBLED (4.2% to 9.8%) but had little impact on the

overall number of fetuses," Jikkyleaks tweeted, sharing the chart above. "This is how

this information is hidden. That single slide should have been enough to prompt much

more investigation, because it showed fewer fetuses in EVERY GROUP."

Shocking Decline in Birth Rates Post-COVID Shots

Birth rates in multiple European countries fell signiQcantly in the end of 2021, months

after COVID-19 shots became widely utilized. The data,  compiled by a team of

European researchers, found declines in birth rates in all the countries they studied,

including:

Germany Austria Switzerland

France Belgium Netherlands

Denmark Estonia Finland

Latvia Lithuania Sweden

Portugal Spain Czech Republic

Hungary Poland Romania

Slovenia Iceland Northern Ireland

Montenegro Serbia

The team explained:

"In advance it should be noted that every single examined European country

shows a monthly decline in birth rates of up to more than 10% compared to
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the last three years. It can be shown that this very alarming signal cannot be

explained by infections with Covid-19.

However, one can establish a clear temporal correlation to Covid

vaccinations incidence in the age group of men and women between 18 and

49 years. Therefore, in-depth statistical and medical analyses have to be

demanded."

The declines in birth rates ranged from a low of 1.3% in France to a high of 19% in

Romania. Seven countries had a decline in birth rate of more than 10%, while 15

countries had declines of greater than 4%. Switzerland's drop was said to have

exceeded the drop that occurred from World War I, World War II, the Great Depression

and the release of oral contraceptives.

No connection was found between the declines in birth rates and COVID-19 infections

or hospitalizations, with the team noting:

"Adverse reactions related to the female reproductive organs and study

Zndings related to male fertility point to a causal interpretation of the

association of birth declines and the Covid-19 vaccinations."

COVID Shots Affect Menstrual Cycles

It remains unknown how COVID-19 shots affect reproductive health in men and

women. For instance, as The Vaccine Reaction reported, "To date, the manufacturer's

insert for FDA-approved COVID shots explicitly states that it has not been tested for

the potential to impair male fertility." However, data on U.S. infertility after the rollout

of COVID shots aren't available.

Meanwhile, women around the globe have reported changes in their menstrual cycles

following COVID-19 shots, and health ojcials largely brushed off the reports or

labeled them anecdotal.
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But a study published in Obstetrics & Gynecology — and funded by the National

Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) and the National Institutes

of Health (NIH) Ojce of Research on Women's Health — conQrms an association

between menstrual cycle length and COVID-19 shots.

Clinical trials for COVID-19 shots did not collect data about menstrual cycles

following injection, and VAERS does not actively collect menstrual cycle information

either, making it dijcult to initially determine whether the shots were having an

effect. Anecdotal reports on social media, however, are numerous and, according to

the study, "suggest menstrual disturbances are much more common …"

The Obstetrics & Gynecology study involved 3,959 individuals between the ages of 18

and 45 years. Those who had not received a COVID-19 shot noted no signiQcant

changes in cycle 4 during the study compared to their Qrst three cycles.

Those who received COVID-19 shots, however, had longer menstrual cycles, typically

by less than one day, when they received the shots. The longer cycles were noted for

both doses of the injection, with a 0.71-day increase after the Qrst dose and 0.91-day

increase after the second dose.

Cycle Changes of Eight Days or More Noted

The overall declines were described as not clinically signiQcant. However, some

women, particularly those who received two shots in the same menstrual cycle,

experienced signiQcant changes, including a two-day increase in cycle length and, in

some cases, changes in cycle length of eight days or more. Considering a regular

menstrual cycle is "an overt sign of health and fertility,"  any changes could have

major ramiQcations.

Further, the team noted, "Questions remain about other possible changes in

menstrual cycles, such as menstrual symptoms, unscheduled bleeding, and changes

in the quality and quantity of menstrual bleeding."
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Taken together, the links to miscarriage, reproductive changes and declining birth

rates raise major red Pags about the safety of COVID-19 shots for people of

reproductive age. As such, the European research team echoed Thorp in calling for a

moratorium on COVID-19 shots for pregnant women, and took it a step further,

suggesting a suspension for everyone of reproductive age:

"Given the considerable individual and social relevance of the link between

vaccination campaigns and declining birth rates, the immediate suspension

of Covid-19 vaccination for all persons of childbearing and reproductive age

should be called for."

Login or Join to comment on this article

 

Cabochon

Is that why TC has left Fox News? Too much truth gets in the way of the narrative.Did he go or was he

pushed? https://youtu.be/jfkPddUuPcc

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

bee70578

Or this one maybe about news media in general www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Guillermou

Disinformation and defamation is imprinted in the narrative of the powerful media. Vanguard and

Blackrock's Qnancial control of companies and the media is the great threat of a globalism that will

have all the power and enslaves people by controlling the actions of constitutionally elected

governments. Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while big

capital enjoys tax havens and habitats that they will reserve for their lives with the money from

their corruption. Vanguard and BlackRock are the principal owners of four of the six largest media

companies that control 90 percent of the mass messages on television, in newspapers, social

media platforms, and run the major "news" websites., " and "Covid", Qnd when you search Google or

go to YouTube for information.

These tycoons own 1,600 US companies and are the ones who inform the world about the "safety

and ejcacy" of the fake "vaccine". Fox News host Tucker Carlson has told many very upsetting

truths for globalism. TC pointed to the pharmaceutical industrial complex and the prevalence of

SSRI drugs in the United States, while senseless violent crime tends to increase year on year. “A lot

of young people in America are going crazy.

Are you surprised? And by the way, a surprisingly large number of them were prescribed

psychotropic drugs or SSRIs or antidepressants by their doctors and that would include quite a few

mass shooters and keep in mind, again, these drugs are meant to prevent insane behavior and yet

However, there seems to be a connection," Carlson said Tuesday during his monologue on "Tucker

Carlson Tonight." Carlson pointed out that between 1991 and 2018, the total SSRI prescriptions in

the U.S. rose by “more than 3,000%.”

www.infowars.com/posts/tucker-carlson-unloads-on-pQzer-and-big-pharma..  (2022)

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Cabochon

Well spotted, on that link, bee. It may have been Carlson’s support for Robert Kennedy’s political

aspiration to the Presidency wot dun it or else his round-up of mainstream media propaganda and

corruption, plus the horrible truth about nuclear weapons, biolabs and the whole sh*tshow that is

the war in Ukraine, Whatever you may think of his private life, it seems Robert Kennedy Jr is

determined to follow in his father’s footsteps in spite of the eerie parallels between the situation

now and when Robt Kennedy Senior announced his candidacy. He may have Qgured that any

attempt to stop him in 2023 will Qnally offer proof of the depths to which the American political

arena has fallen over the last half century and more. He must be a very brave man.

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Guillermou

The obvious truth to anyone looking at Bongino or Tucker Carlson is that these two men refused to

continue the false narratives that have been destroying America. Conservative radio host Dan

Bongino has confessed that he deeply regrets having been "vaccinated" against the C-19. After

regretting his decision, Bongino played a clip of Fox News host Tucker Carlson citing toxicology

reports on how Chinese virus injections compromise recipients' immune systems. Instead of

providing true protection against disease, these injections damage the immune system, making it

more prone to infection and possible death, the opposite of what Bongino expected.

Bongino went on to state that the more time has passed, the more we "start to see" that the

injections were a total scam from the start. "I'm afraid of what's coming," Bongino said chillingly. “I

had covid a while ago and I am afraid that the repercussions of this for many people have not been

felt.” The report cited by Carlson was published in the Journal of Food and Chemical Toxicology. It

shows that gene editing injections cause "neurodegenerative disease, myocarditis, Bell's palsy,

liver disease, impaired adaptive immunity, impaired DNA damage response, and tumorigenesis." "It

seems likely that the vaccine suppresses the immune system," explained Carlson, who has never

been injected for covid, during his segment.

"Folks, science is patient," Bongino said. "Science is chronological. Science is the repetition and

replication of data through processes, through control groups. Science is the elimination of

confounding variables."

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/08/dan-bongino-reveals-getting-covid-vac..

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Guillermou

These references are also a sign of TC's courage. TUCKER CARLSON: FAUCI MORE RESPONSIBLE

FOR COVID PANDEMIC THAN 'ANY OTHER SINGLE LIVING AMERICAN' Fox News commentator,

Tucker Carlson, cited a recent article by Nicholas Wade outlining how Dr. Anthony Fauci approved

funding for the controversial gain-of-function research in Wuhan that, according to Wade, led to the

pandemic. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/tucker-carlson-fauci-more-responsi..  (2021)

Tucker Carlson, interviewed Dr. Robert Malone, creator of mRNA vaccine technology, about his

opinion that COVID vaccines are not safe for certain people and how YouTube censored him for

talking about vaccines.

security. YouTube removed an episode of the Dark Horse podcast that included an interview with

Malone, despite the fact that Malone is probably "the most qualiQed person on the planet" to talk

about the risks of vaccines, Carlson explained. “He helped create the mRNA technology used in

COVID vaccines.” Malone told Carlson that he is concerned about the safety of vaccines in young

people who are at low risk of becoming seriously ill or dying from COVID.

Malone's comment followed news this week that within 24 hours of updating World Health

Organization (WHO) guidance on who should get the COVID vaccine, with this statement: "Children

should not be vaccinated at this time," the WHO removed the statement. The revised guidance now

says that the vaccines are "suitable for use" by children "over 12 years of age."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dr-robert-malone-tucker-carlson-mr..  (2021)

Posted On 04/25/2023
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juststeve

Legacy media is pounding the drum making noise the reporters were saying one thing off the air,

and something different on the air. One could expect they were employees pushing back on upper

management about the narratives they were being "encouraged" to promote. Much like the Dr's and

Nurses Delima described in this article. Often workers are put in a situation where the job demands

you do or else. Quitting is the usual option if the person just can't go along to keep the job. (As far

as what most say on the air, we have seen multiple clips were what they say is not only written for

them to regurgitate, but too often comes from the likes of the Global Monopoly advertising.

It looks like a heads-up bulletin when in fact it is cleverly crafted buy this, but just think about what

we want you to think when you buy it.) Tucker Carlson from the more recent segments seems to be

developing a Bull Spit Detector for the Cojoined Twins of RED/Blue are achieving goals for the likes

of the WEF/WHO/High Tech & so on, and recognizing there is a real middle ground for the whole of

the Country where we all have the same concerns and interests we believe need to be addressed.

And, it is not the middle between the Red/Blue the Red/Blue promote.
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"Cabochon" and "gui" et al, "Is that why TC has left Fox News? Too much truth gets in the way of the

narrative. Did he go or was he pushed?"..."The obvious truth to anyone looking at Bongino or Tucker

Carlson is that these two men refused to continue the false narratives that have been destroying

America." Whether one agreed or not with the late Rush Limbaugh, his corporate structure was a lot

more self reliant and protective for Limbaugh in that he didn't have to put up with the corporate BS

that Carlson and Bongino were subjected to. Limbaugh was his own boss and only answered

directly to his audience, and not to someone like Murdoch.
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rrealrose

Its way more than meets the eye: Tucker Carlson: "Why You Shouldn't Throw Away Your Hard Copy

Books" - - www.youtube.com/watch">https/.../watch ?v=68MhtliIAvk  ">https/.../watch

?v=ZKUA-D209pI&t=107s?v=ZKUA-D209pI&t=107s ">https/.../watch ?v=T_5CwiF-o8U - - And this

is Tucker's keynote address from 50th Anniversary of Heritage Foundation last Friday, "Tucker

Carlson Mocks Herd Mentality In Address Delivered Three Days Before Sudden Fox News

Departure" - -www.youtube.com/watch - speech is about 30 minutes long. AND Tucker interviewed

RFK Jr only a few says earlier: "Robert F. Kennedy Jr tells Tucker this is turning America into a

system of socialism for the rich" - - www.youtube.com/watch . www.youtube.com/watch  - - Maybe

telling the truth is a career ender? (sorry links are all screwed up this morning, don't know why do

you YouTube?)
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Cabochon

Bongino was obviously not a subscriber to mercola.com when it mattered, Guillermou. I take issue

with his “when I had COVID” mantra. How does he know what he had as there is no reliable test for

the infection which was either (a) lab engineered mish-mash of Pu variants or (b) did not exist at all

off-guardian.org/2023/04/06/why-i-dont-believe-there-ever-was-a-covid-..  The point of the non

existent “pandemic” was a key both as a tool of compliance and fear mongering to kick start the

narrative. There was never an “emergency”. This again was a trumped up factor to enable the

vaxxing of children. We know how the false narrative began, how it developed and we know what

the end game is.

Kennedy s campaign speech did not mention the one important ingredient in the mix of

monumental lies with snippets of truth that indoctrinates the followers of mainstream media. He

appears not to reject the climate change religion which is again a factor in the CO2 and farmed

food, animal food narrative - ensnaring the devotees of bandwagon and vegan fad followers. It

seems the climate change narrative is beginning to fall apart. When the doubters and sheople

wake up, the police and the military will change sides - it’s game over for the globalists.

summit.news/2023/04/21/polls-despite-relentless-propaganda-climate-cha..
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Before we elevate Carlson to sainthood, we might consider the possible reasons for his Qring that

have nothing to do with any vax issues.

www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/apr/25/tucker-carlson-fox-news-..

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Krofter

Lest we forget, both Bongino and Carlson took the jabs. We also need to remember that much of

the reason Fox was taken to court by Dominion voting machines was based on justiQed comments

Carlson made about them and voting fraud.  Fox recently settled with Dominion for close to a

billion dollars - about 1/4 of its cash on hand. And then Carlson is let go. Also, the day before, AOC

had called for his and other conservative commenters Qring. Murdoc is a spineless wimp. The big

question right now is - will Carlson get in the presidential race? He has a huge following.
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Twilight Fox anchor interview with Robert Kennedy, Jr. is a hard-hitting masterpiece. “In a couple of

recent interviews on other podcasts, he has stated that no amount of money and power could

dissuade him from telling the truth about our world as he sees it. Listening to these interviews, I

got a presentiment that his days at Fox were numbered and he knew it. When a man lives in a

society governed by depraved, money-grubbing humbugs, he will will eventually come into such

direct conPict with these overlords that they will eventually either demand or engineer his

elimination. Bravo, Tucker Carlson! We hope you’ll keep up your splendid work as an independent

producer with your own platform. The writing is on the wall for the legacy broadcasters and cable

new networks.” petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/tucker-carlson-goes-out-swinging?utm_..

 (04/15/2023) .----- TUCKER CARLSON: IT IS HARD TO BELIEVE THIS IS HAPPENING.--

www.youtube.com/watch
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sueblue100

Might have something to do with the Jan 6 tapes.

Posted On 04/26/2023

 

juststeve

Shocked? Is anyone really shocked? When the stated opinion from the DAVOS crowd and those who

run in those circles have preached for decades there just too many of the Unwashed, Useless Eaters,

Breeders and not enough for themselves. After reading RFK's the Real Anthony Fauci and the decades

of medical directives either doing nothing or more often worse than nothing, causing more expanding

mischief to those coming of age in the last 35 to 40 years. So many crippled with preventable Dis-Ease.

The ranks of those with Autism, Alzheimer's and such who will need assisted living, or long-term care.

Now those once of healthy working age if not dropping dead for unknown reasons, now they are faced

with much of same much earlier.

And for those newborns to follow, from early data, looks like they will need more care along with all

four age quadrants. When we our population is being made sterile, how is this supposed to stand?

Obviously, it isn't, the collapse is the whole purpose as the 1% bunker up. Best of all, it's the unvaxxxed

fault for not making a stronger case not to get vaxxxed. Once known as look what You made me do,

beat you senseless, it's all your fault, you're the defective spouse. It's your fault I'm an alcoholic. Also

known by some as Stockholm Syndrome.
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Guillermou

Just, you link the fundamental aspects very well: “Now those once of healthy working age if not

dropping dead for unknown reasons, now they are faced with much of the same much earlier.” Yes,

Fauci has driven the population to a miserable existence of people with fear, without a foundation

of rePection and critical spirit. What is very clear is that BigPharma has a good ally because that

way it gets better statistics on illnesses and deaths throughout its entire reign that now culminates

with the bloody vaccines. Jon Rappoport, in addition to continuing to chronicle the diabolical

investigations into fetal tissues, presents the work of journalist Monica Seeley and her impressive

article, "Exploring the dark world of vaccines and fetal tissue research, Part 1", published on

catholicworldreport.com.

where "'Dr. Jerald Gaull, on periodic trips to Finland, injects a radioactive chemical into the fragile

umbilical cords of fetuses freshly removed from their mothers' wombs in abortions," quotes the

author, Dr. Barbara StarQeld, a health expert respected and revered public health of the Johns

Hopkins School of Public Health; "Is America's health really the best in the world?"; Journal of the

American Medical Association, July 26, 2000: StarQeld concludes that every year in the United

States, the medical system kills 225,000 people.

106,000 as a consequence of the administration of medicines and 119,000 due to medical errors

and ill-treatment in hospitals. That adds up to 2.25 million deaths per decade. Her shocking Qnding

becomes more understandable when we realize that a signiQcant amount of the underlying

medical research comes from professionals who murder babies. The article concludes with these

questions. Why would we expect the work of these people to be useful and valuable? Why would

we expect their drugs and vaccines to be safe?

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/25/people-of-faith-and-the-covid-vacci..
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juststeve

Gui, it would be bad enough if it all just sat on Fraudci's throne, shoulders and his Enforcement

Kingdom, but this is also Global. So many and more involved. It all staggers the imagination.
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jhy7142

Worst of all Just there are still people out there that havent a clue that this whole thing is a fraud .

Neighbors will be turning in neighbors and doing the dirty work for the egomaniacs . Going to get

serious real soon and all the bad commenters from this site and many others will be some of there

Qrst targets . This is nothing more than an information collection port for the big super computer

Qlings of all decedents of the trusting government .
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otis101

JHY7142, we are all riding a ship in the middle of a storm. I for one have no intentions of jumping

ship. I plan to ride it out till we reach calm waters. Jump if you want, thinking you will avoid some

kind of big computer that will take you down. The so-called "...big super computers...." know who I

am and how to Qnd me. Now is not a time to panic and run in fear like a drowning rat.
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Momtad

Sounds like women don't have to go to Planned Parenthood to kill their babies; they can just get the

bioweapon shot.

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

midimaniac

It is so sad that an innocent unborn child, still in the womb, should be subjected to ANY injections,

ESPECIALLY the clot shot. WTH is wrong with these people?
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020202

misimanic....We were brought up when doctors spoke truth and cared about their patients' health,

so when doctors told young pregnant girls they better get the so called vaccine for the sake of their

unborn child, they rushed to get it. Then they were told not to let granny or any relatives see the

child after it is born because they could kill it - if they haven't had the vax yet, so granny, aunts and

uncles rushed out to get vaxxed.  Now, granny has stage 4 lymphoma, two aunts have "turbo

charged" bladder and breast cancer, one uncle died, the kid was born 2 months early, mom can't get

pregnant again... Well that's my story anyway. All because we believed people were good and drug

companies were good people. Now most of us know and more will learn the hard way.
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otis101

020202, Thanks for your sad enlightening story. Hope it reaches many ears, especially the young.
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kev8395

Cabachon, He was pushed. At the close of his Friday night show he said "We'll be back on Monday."

RFK Jnr said that he was Qred because he gave a speech about the concerning effect big pHARMa has

on television news and media. He said they give hundreds of millions via advertising and so the

networks promote their propaganda for them. He also said that individual anchors and newscasters

are constantly promoting the pHARMa agenda and people are dying from the covid shots and they still

continue to be mouthpieces for corrupt pharmaceutical companies despite so much evidence to the

contrary. Shortly after this they removed him. Thank Paul Ryan for that. His job was to slowly remove

any truthful voice from Fox and his job is almost done now.

Schumer also called for Carlson to be removed from Fox because he "spreads misinformation." Classic

Alynsky tactic...accuse your opponents of that which you are guilty. Lachlan Murdock is an out and out

very rich leftist, his wife is even worse. Rupert Murdock used to be a natural conservative but he has

been pulled into the dark side of cabal membership, when he dies the Murdock Media Group will go full

Potato Head. Hope Carlson will tell a few home truths now about Fox news once he gets a new forum

to tell some real news. He did not have a non disclosure agreement so he can say what he likes.
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Guillermou

Some brave statements by Carlson that also inPuenced his dismissal “More people, according to

VAERS, have died after getting the shot in four months during a single vaccination campaign than

from all other vaccines combined over more than a decade and a half,” said Carlson. The number

of deaths is likely much higher than what VAERS is reporting, Carlson said, citing reports

submitted to the Department of Health and Human Services in 2010 that found “fewer than 1% of

vaccine adverse events are reported by the VAERS system.” Based on what we know about COVID

and its effect on young people, Carlson said it doesn’t make sense to require them to get the

vaccine — yet nobody is asking why college students need the vaccine.

“Why would we immunize people against a virus for which they already have antibodies?” Carlson

asked. On top of that, he reminded viewers, no coronavirus vaccines have been fully licensed by

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. “They are not conspiracy theories, they’re the most basic

questions. In a democracy, every citizen has a right to know the answer, but instead we got Puff

and propaganda.” “The media rollout for the vaccine came off like a Diet Pepsi commercial at the

Super Bowl.

Tons of celebrity endorsements, not a lot of science.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/tucker-carlson-how-many-americans-..

 .-------childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/tucker-carlson-americans-shouldnt-..  .------

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/tucker-carlson-covid-vaccine-rollo..
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mky32022

What's the difference between a conspiracy theorists and the truth? About 3 months.
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rrealrose

Yes, John Campbell did a show on this topic just before this article here: Within 18 hrs, his show

garnered 3,787 Comments!! Here's a link: - -"Miscarriage and stillbirths" www.youtube.com/watch

 - - and you will notice near the end, his US data is not relevant or on target.
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brianallen1

Let's see. A depopulation shot causes reproductive harm. What a surprise!
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Guillermou

El Dr. Vladimir Zelenko declar en una entrevista : "Si seguimos el consejo de algunos de los 'lderes

mundiales', como dijo Bill Gates el ao pasado, '7 mil millones de personas deben vacunarse',

entonces la tasa de mortalidad ser de ms de 2 mil millones de personas. As que despierta! Esta es

la Tercera Guerra Mundial." Adems, un creciente ejrcito de denunciantes de Big Pharma tambin ha

arrojado luz valientemente sobre esta verdad tan necesaria de lo que la humanidad enfrenta

peligrosamente en los prximos meses de Invierno Oscuro , cuando probablemente millones de

vctimas del democidio en todo el mundo sern sepultadas sorprendentemente por cogulos de

sangre fatales. , derrames cerebrales, ataques cardacos, insuQciencia orgnica mltiple, cncer, todos

directamente relacionados y causados por las armas geneticas de Big Pharma. Es la degeneracion

de la raza humana.
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Segstar

Ohhh baby what a big surprise, right before my very eyes ! https://youtu.be/w0xcr93xx3A
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Almond

It has long been the practice in veterinary medicine not to vaccinate pregnant livestock due to the

increased risk of miscarriage. Such evidence has been ignored by mainstream medicine. Even

common sense makes known that it is contraindicated for a pregnant woman to take even aspirin, let

alone injecting a pharmaceutical agent directly into the bloodstream. Since the beginning of the vaxine

mandates, I have been hearing from a doctor with hospital privileges. She tells me of her observation

of the hospital staff... an increase in gyn disorders and pregnancy complications among women who,

previously, had easy pregnancies. Much more infertility and many more miscarriages. Also an increase

in cancers, esp.

aggressive cancers among otherwise healthy people with no known risk factors or family history of

cancer. People will tell me it is only coincidence or circumstantial evidence. If the vaxine is "safe and

effective", my husband and I should not know 5 people who died shortly after being jabbed. Also, many

who suffered serious adverse effects, mainly tremors, cognitive problems and leg problems that made

walking dijcult. (These "true believers" keep telling me I need to get jabbed!)However, I tend to believe

my experience over what I am told to believe by "the experts". As a Mennonite friend used to tell me,

"just because the experts don't know doesn't mean no one knows."
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Guillermou

Yes, We are ante crimes against children, adolescents and pregnant women is another of the

maneuvers of the Pharmaceutical MaQa with its insujcient and manipulated trials, its alliance

with the CDC and FDA and with the approval of the "great" Doctor Fauci. In June, the New England

Journal of Medicine (NEJM) published a bogus study claiming that Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19)

"vaccines" are perfectly "safe and effective" for pregnant women to take. A few months later, the

NEJM was forced to issue a correction. The goal, of course, was to convince as many people as

possible to read it to accept its false claims without even thinking twice, simply because it was

published in the "reputable" NEJM.

Steve Kirsch, founder of the Covid-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF). “In summary, the CDC has no

basis to recommend the vaccine to pregnant women. Will the lack of evidence make a difference to

the CDC recommendation? Of course, no. We will experiment with the public,” Kirsh added. The

report by Shimabukuro et al. Includes safety results for 35,691 v-safe participants 16 to 54 years of

age who identiQed as pregnant and the Qrst 3,958 participants who were enrolled in the v-safe

pregnancy registry.

“Among 827 registry participants who reported a completed pregnancy, 104 experienced

spontaneous abortions and 1 had a stillbirth. A total of 712 pregnancies (86.1%) resulted in a live

birth, mostly among participants who received their Qrst vaccination dose in the third trimester.

Among live-born infants, the incidences of preterm birth (9.4%), small size for gestational age

(3.2%), and congenital anomalies (2.2%) were consistent with those expected on the basis of

published literature .. More side effects in the link. www.nejm.org/.../nejme2107070
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Krofter

Up until 75 years ago, before there were livestock vaccines, farmers had the good sense to let

sickly animals die, or cull them, so they wouldn't reproduce. This is the best way to create a healthy

herd with a strong immune response. In 50 years of keeping livestock I've never vaccinated any of

mine.
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Almond

Krofter... you are correct. I recall my father-in-law saying the same thing. He said when he was

young, times were so hard that he could not afford to lose a single turkey the Qrst year. Later he

said that trying to medicate them and keep them alive was one of the worst mistakes he made

because they were not hardy. I also have a friend who raises chickens, geese and ducks. She will

not introduce outside birds into her Pock due to fear of diseases. Since we want rare breeds that

are dijcult and expensive to obtain, our best option will be to hatch eggs. I expect that those who

raise their own "purebloods" will eventually capture a lucrative market niche, esp.

if organically-raised. (rare breeds, hatching eggs, poults, calves, pork4 lard/sausage make) The

small farmer does not need to control the whole market to be proQtable, just to produce a good

quality product and have a loyal customer base. I predict a fast-growing black market. People will

ignore govt and just keep their mouths shut. People will meet along a side road, o{oad a carcass

from one truck to another and exchange cash. These will be animals that are not bar coded, vaxed

or fed GMO crap. Buyers will keep quiet--they do not want to lose their source of meat. There may

also be people just grateful to get any meat as food sources disappear.

Already, you now need to be registered with govt to buy chicks at feed stores in Canada. This has

created an opportunity for people hatching their own eggs. Farmers understand capitalism

because it is based on productivity and having something to sell. Small farmers also have their

networks. If bankruptcy appears inevitable, butcher your own meat and Qll a freezer somewhere off

site so, at least, your family can eat well. We have our basic needs met in all ways, even if we do

not have everything. It is better to focus on what you can do well and barter for the rest. If you

share your surplus with good neighbors, not sell, it all comes back to you in other ways
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Krofter

Your middle paragraph just about describes what I've been doing for the past 20 years or so. My

three solar powered freezers are full of my own pastured meat.
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vco1448

One of my clients was pregnant after she received the shot. She had a miscarriage about a year after

the shot. Would have been her second child. So sad
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nothingsound

It was over Qve months ago that Scotland started an investigation into why so many miscarriages and

deaths of babies soon after birth in 2021,2022nothing has come of it.
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sutlaf2

Is there an organization for women who’s babies have died? There should be a class action against the

medical organizations which engineered the silencing of nurses and doctors. There is only one word

for what has been done and that is murder.
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020202

I'd like to know the numbers of abortions these days as my niece has been trying to get pregnant for

two and a half years but cannot, she got pregnant the Qrst month she got married, gave birth a week or

so after she got the vax, two months early.
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jsmccord7

I know a couple that has 2 children both births healthy a daughter and a son......NOW after they got the

clot shots,etc. she has had 3 miscarriages and now she is pregnant and the baby girl has Turner

syndrome.Only of they listened to alternative news like Mercola things could all have been different..!
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my_RNA_DNA

How do you do population control? You prevent births in those at childbirth age and destroy a younger

child's ability to have children later in life. The older people will soon die off and the in-betweeners

won't be far behind. What do you think all those childhood vaccinations are doing? Birth control is my

estimation. We don't know because big pharma will never allow any real vaccine studies. Throw in a

yearly mRNA injection or two onto the vaccination schedule and it's end game for humanity.
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rkostoff

An OpEd has been posted recently on Trial Site News

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-there-sujcient-diseases-listed-in-vaers-.. ). It examines the Vaccine

Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) comprehensively for diseases/disorders. It is a companion

to the recent OpEds on Early Warning Indicators in VAERS

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-there-sujcient-early-warning-indicators-..

 www.trialsitenews.com/a/early-warning-indicators-in-vaers-update-401cd.. ). Both of these OpEds

show that beneQts are possible (for planning purposes) from expanding the numbers of diseases and

biomarkers listed in VAERS. However, the latest OpEd shows that exploiting this potential expansion

may be extremely dijcult, because of competing agendas.

The COVID-19 "vaccine" promoters want to minimize awareness of vaccine injuries that have occurred,

are occurring, and may occur well into the future. Those who oppose these COVID-19 "vaccines" want

to maximize the awareness of these vaccine injuries, so that the public can offer informed consent on

whether they want to accept future COVID "vaccines". Expanding the number and scope of Early

Warning Indicator lab tests, and reporting these expanded results in any database, including VAERS,

could potentially show a larger number of adverse health effects could be expected. This would

counter the agenda of the COVID-19 "vaccine" promoters, and will be dijcult to implement.
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dso9183

I believe we have all made mistakes, but my mistakes typically involve my own well being, not the well

being of others. Possibly for this reason, I Qnd it dijcult to fathom that so many legislators, medical

practitioners, law enforcement personnel, parents, media outlets, school administrators, regular folks,

etc., did not speak out against the widespread miscarriage of justice that was taking place under the

COVID umbrella, particularly when they realized a twisted distortion was unfolding. Instead, some of

these same people chose to cover the truth at all costs and instead turned on individuals like Dr.

Mercola and the rest of us for logically presenting an alternative theory.

In fact, bullying the unvaccinated, or ones who eventually came to understand what was really going

on, has not only become commonplace but accepted. Even today, the unvaccinated are framed as

pariahs. In the meanwhile, some elderly individuals have met with a sooner-than-expected demise

(think NYC), and now children are primary targets on the injection hit list (e.g., the CDC added

COVID-19 "vaccines" to the childhood immunization schedule, beginning at 6 months old). Perhaps I

sound a bit naive, but are a broad range of 21st century humans that apathetic? That evil?
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020202

perhaps we unvaxxed are not pariahs, but the vaxxed are most comfortable being in the company

of fellow idiots.
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Sminkly

This very interesting .I live in Germany not many German birth but Eastern Europe births exploding and

funny one of them took the VAC,I asked everyone from Albania,Moldavia,Romania,Serbia,Poland, one

of them and their families took it none of the Ukrain.All this have an explosion of childbirth,every buggy

here is Qlled with an east European baby.Now I know for sure who are the smarter once and wonder

why they knew how bad that testing was.
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iro5345

Another note on Robert F Kennedy Jr. He said he was going to clean house in Washington DC. He told

on Dr. Mercola's broadcast exactly how he would do it. He know the perpetrators and has had law suits

against them. I am a Republican and a Christian, but I would vote for RFKjr in a heartbeat because he

knows what needs to be done and he will do it.
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iro5345

I can understand why the vaxxed community would have miscarriages, but I have two friends that have

not been vaxxed and had miscarriages. The Qrst one had an early miscarriage at about 8 weeks and

her midwife told her she, the midwife, had a lot of ladies with miscarriages. The second one had a

miscarriage at term. The baby boy was fully formed and came out dead. What a tragedy! The vaxx even

affects those who are not vaxxed in pregnancy.
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smiller352

one word: shedding, as in vax shedding. I have talked to several un-Vaaxxed lady friends who

shared stories about how all of a sudden their typically normal, predictable cycle went nuts - heavy

gushing Pow letting loose in the middle of the night, fewer days between cycles, etc. Iver*m*ctin

Qxed things back to normal.
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gui8157

I wonder or better looking as a spectator of what’s been SHOWN on the narrative screen, I see in a time

of fake news and disinformation..Censorship, the truth is slipping through not because it cannot be

controlled or there are ways that it simply leaks. Funny a leaking virus (Leakiwiks), a leaking vaccine

and a leaking narrative. Asking is it all of the plan, and if it is than there’s only 1 company behind, guess

who but not the WHO.
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Barbara Charis

There is no such thing as a safe vaccine. They are all loaded with toxic matter, which does not belong

in the human body. Those who produce and promote them are in the same realm as con artis; and

should be jailed for dispensing health destroying products. It is disturbing to think educated doctors

were not taught how the immune system works. It makes one really wonder what doctors learn in med

school? As for me, I avoid docors. I lost my faith in them long ago!
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inner

A few weeks after Blackrock bought Fox News they now Qred Tuck Carlson for telling the truth.
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Dr. Mercola

Nice try, but not completely accurate.  On Feb 1 of this year Blackrock increased their shares of Fox

News from 12.4% to 15.1%. They only partially own Fox News, but are the second largest

shareholder after the Murdoch family, which still owns 19% of the company .

twitter.com/.../1650627744110194692  

 rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/blackrock-owns-151-of-the-fox-corporation?pu..
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Lollieme

I've been wondering why FOX would advertise for Blackrock!
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Segstar

Technically Tucker is NOT Qred yet..Megyn explains here... I'm sure the legalities have to be worked

out and approved by both sides... Hope Tucker gets a nice parting gift from the evil

swines....https://youtu.be/ALsDBHVhOG4
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Track Record

Now the slippery slope of lying continues. They can't help it, it's a generational defect. As an analogy to

Max Plancks comment about science progress, the lying problem may decline one funeral at a time.
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Beu3743

Population control through vaccination what’s new?
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pjucla

Disgusting, the last 3 yrs , as an ob/ gyn
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kjf9267

Dr. Mercola, your article on getting caught in a forced vaccination dragnet has disappeared. I can’t Qnd

it on your Substack or on Mercola.com. Instead we are directed to an article about effects on mothers.

The original article seems rather important and also something the powers that be might not want us

to read. Is there any way you can get it to us? Can’t it appear on your Substack?
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vco1448

Does anyone know where we can watch Tucker yet? If at anytime anyone Qnds out, if you can post on

docs future articles.
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brodiebrock12

Will take some time for it all to settle out, but you know his following will only increase whatever he

chooses to pursue going forward. Interesting last night how not a PEEP from anyone like Hannity

or Ingraham on Fox mentioning anything. How are those two truly feelin about what happened I

wonder. Will they cower and simply bite their lips in retreat or?
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Segstar

Sooner or later the beans will be spilled..They killed the Goose that laid their Golden eggies, or so

they think.. Truth is coming out, slowly but surely..Brodie right now they can't say anything until the

legalities of the split has been settled..Stay tuned.. https://youtu.be/ALsDBHVhOG4

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

Heimdall1

Oh man, again the conspiracy theorists were right. A friend Qrst didn't believe when I said mothers milk

won't protect her child if being 'waxxed' with that. Fortunately she didn't, later her GP told her that as

well. As someone from Norway recently said in a video that now they were starting making conspiracy

theorists responsible for not having warned the waxxed more. As if they would have listened. In

Germany well FRG they put people away if not getting that poisonous needle.

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Darwina

Considering the conspiracy theorists were banned from virtually every form of public

communication or completely denigrated as being evil or insane then only ones responsible are the

media.

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

Heimdall1

I thought the media are always innocent because they only get all their information from one

agency;-).

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

jhy7142

Heimdall1 thats because after WW2 they started reeducation camps to brainwash the people how

bad they were and still do it to this day . Who actually runs Germany now .? Not the Germans real

Germans were brow beat by lies to make them the good little sheep they are today not the once

proud people they were before the massacre of the all lied soldiers .

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Heimdall1

jhy7142, Yes, I know, but also can't reach most of them anymore. They won't believe anything of

that when you tell them.

Posted On 04/26/2023

 

sue2613

More and more people who do negative reports on the vax, get the ax.

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

vco1448

I think they were let go over the Fox News suit against Dominion voting machines. Fox settled out of

court for millions. I did see a video of the dominion machine. It was a guy and entered the names

George Washington and Johnny Appleseed into the machine. They voted many times for George

Washington, and when they pulled out the result, Johnny Appleseed won.

Posted On 04/25/2023
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Jeremiah.8

So all Kennedy talks about is protecting the children but supports live decapitation and

dismemberment in the womb. Aside from the monstrous evil of this moloch in every neighborhood. the

mental gymnastics you have to perform to uphold this absurdity is deeply disturbing and could easily

be applied to other vulnerable groups. Even the DEP, knows this. If you are caught so mach as

disturbing the nest of a bald eagle you can face up to 250,00.00 in Qnes and 5 years jail time or both.

Why is that? Because a fertilized egg IS an eagle. I could never trust ANY man whose conscience

allows them to think like that.

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

kanajelly

I was wondering if there was a penalty for disturbing the nest of a bald eagle. I happened to have a

very large bald eagles nest that WAS in a Qeld behind the house across the street from my house,

and I had an amazing view of the huge nest from an upstairs window. I was able to watch the nest

last year and it was spectacular. The eagle would collect sticks from trees in the green space

behind my home and Py very low over my yard. I watched the nest daily. Then came halloween and

the Qreworks or rockets were loud and plenty that night. The next day the eagles nest was gone.

They had blown up their nest. She came back this year and was collecting sticks again to build it

but it took them a few years. How can these idiots do that and get away with it.

Posted On 04/25/2023
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brodiebrock12

The tactic the deep state uses on everyone was used on top brass at FOX and it worked. Forced

coercion thru making a person or business life miserable until they succumb to the pressure. Look

what has happened to so many over the past 4 years in terms of the puppet admin using these tactics

to force a narrative and to control. Tucker was in some ways similar to Rush Limbaugh in a way with

his clout and free mind. He had to be removed and who is next? One day soon all MSM will be one

similar directed narrative and all free minds will be forced to Qnd alternative info resources which of

course will all be attacked as well. This is all about FREEDOM vs Tyranny and has been for far longer

than what happened yday with Tucker. It's not blue vs red. Although that event yday will drive this point

home in a big way with so many...how could it not?

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

mrrobb

Oh!!!!!!!! Of course!!! KEEP Da Goy Panicked....Keep them Off ban\anced.....Panicked people don't

reason or think well... Its pretty obvious women pump-ed up with toxic junk in their body do not

produce sweet wonderful kids...durrrrrrrrr But 5G towers keep popping up world wide.....interesting

that little stuff works on the bands of 3 gigahertz and up....except deadly RF Radiation can easily kill

any living tissue...in fact any RF Radiation is harmful to anything alive but 2.45 gigahertz is the

frequency water boils at...and you are mostly water..just imagine living inside your microwave oven on

low......eventually YOU will explode...........just put you cat in your microwave oven....and it will

blowup...and start to sizel......try it witth a rat or a frog.. But that6 OK...you kids are living under 5g in

schools.........hospitals any public building..and when ArtiQcial Intelligence thinks some need to be

removed..you simply fall over dead...........no warning.........no "sorry"

Posted On 04/25/2023
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mrrobb

just............>>>> www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY0WxgSXdEE&ab_channel=QueenOjcial

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

Heimdall1

In Twickenham/London I think they just stopped Vodafone building a 5G near a primary school or

kindergarten, but then again watched a video from an Austrian manufacturer yesterday where they

showed a tv tower and the side of a tree that was towards the tower was more or less dead while

the other side was nice and green. The make bracelets to get your frequencies back on track. He

showed an aura picture, is an engineer for those microwaves and works together with some

naturopath developing all kinds of things with free energy. Was quite interesting. He also showed

pictures from 2006 when farmers in Austria thought to have some 1 or 2G towers beside the farm

to get some extra money in and the pigs and cattle were crippled, couldn't stand and what not.

Obviously in Italia there is research that linked I think microwaves with cancer, but of course hasn't

been published he said. They do their own research on those things as well.

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

mrrobb

I see the lethargic attitudes and hear the background scojng when ever I go off on RF Radiation

....most just ignore it.....simply because 99% have zero education in this Qeld.....Any reference to RF

Radiation dangers and effects on the human etc-- has been mostly expunged from the Internet or

buried deep .......but It doesn't matter, as long as your cell phone and wireless stuff operate........Every

one turns "Alfred E Neumann'..."why Worry"...>> en.wikipedia.org/.../Alfred_E._Neuman   <<< but its

coming....the greatest Culling Operation on Earth

Posted On 04/25/2023
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mrrobb

Billions will die..........pets , livestock....chickens and you and your family

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

brodiebrock12

For the love of GOD. The redundancy is deafening. WE ALL KNOW what the injections were and have

done and are continuing to do. NONE OF IT matters, unless those who orchestrated it ALL are actually

held accountable. The insanity of this point not embraced by EVERYONE as to actual issue or

existential crisis we face is astounding. Its not like these know criminals behind the scene intentional

doing this to humanity are not known either. A rapist will always rape until IT is actually stopped. Its not

rocket science

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

jhy7142

brodiebrock12 I believe the parasites know most people have been brought up not to kill and

destroy others and use the coming of Christ to their advantage . I believe we are here to fulQll

something big in our living years not just in death and the return to the creator . The Bible is used

as a control for the scum to continue there massacre of the law abiding people of the world . You

are right if the shoe were on the other foot the tide would change and the fear of consequences

would be an equal footing .

Posted On 04/25/2023
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dso9183

I understand what you are saying, but I strongly suspect our species is the problem. Naturally, there

are exceptions, but unless something affects individuals personally, many are not going to

question the prevailing frame of mind. In sum, we're really not that bright or brave, not even the

rocket scientists.

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

brodiebrock12

Such a good point for those who live in the church of the here and now JHY7142! I get and respect

the faith of people in their creator, but know in my heart of hearts my creator wants me to always

Qght the good Qght and never back down or simply fade or cower to the scum

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

brodiebrock12

DSO...wise words and true. Every person and soul has a line or threshold which needs to be felt for

them to awaken...even then many continue to wallow and wonder why all is happening

Posted On 04/25/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

So true.

Posted On 04/25/2023
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